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Abstract

Integrating motivational signals with cognition is critical for goal-directed activities. The 

mechanisms that link neural changes with motivated working memory continue to be understood. 

Here, we tested how externally cued and non-cued (internally represented) reward and loss 

impact spatial working memory precision and neural circuits in human subjects using fMRI. 

We translated the classic delayed-response spatial working memory paradigm from non-human 

primate studies to take advantage of a continuous numeric measure of working memory precision, 

and the wealth of translational neuroscience yielded by these studies. Our results demonstrated 

that both cued and non-cued reward and loss improved spatial working memory precision. Visual 

association regions of the posterior prefrontal and parietal cortices, specifically the precentral 

sulcus (PCS) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS), had increased BOLD signal during incentivized spatial 

working memory. A subset of these regions had trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal that 

were associated with better working memory precision, suggesting that these regions may be 

critical for linking neural signals with motivated working memory. In contrast, regions straddling 

executive networks, including areas in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior parietal cortex 

and cerebellum displayed decreased BOLD signal during incentivized working memory. While 

reward and loss similarly impacted working memory processes, they dissociated during feedback 

when money won or avoided in loss was given based on working memory performance. During 

feedback, the trial-by-trial amount and valence of reward/loss received was dissociated amongst 

regions such as the ventral striatum, habenula and periaqueductal gray. Overall, this work suggests 

motivated spatial working memory is supported by complex sensory processes, and that the IPS 

and PCS in the posterior frontoparietal cortices may be key regions for integrating motivational 

signals with spatial working memory precision.
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1. Introduction

The ability to activate behaviors in response to incentives is critical for all species. 

Motivational drive arises when external cues signaling forthcoming incentives integrate 

with internal states to affect downstream processes (Berridge et al., 2009; Berridge, 2012; 

Schultz, 2016). A large body of prior work has shown that cognition is sensitive to 

incentives (Aarts et al., 2011; Braver et al., 2014; Botvinick and Braver, 2015; Pessoa, 

2017), and this interaction between motivation and cognition has important implications 

for complex processes such as learning and decision-making (Dixon and Christoff, 2012; 
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Collins et al., 2014, 2017; Honig et al., 2020; Park et al., 2021). The co-disruption of 

motivation and cognition in common psychiatric illnesses further underscores the links 

between these two, often separately studied, systems (Aarts et al., 2015; Anticevic et al., 

2015; Cho et al., 2018; Grahek et al., 2019).

Working memory (WM) is a key ‘building block’ of cognition that is required for higher-

order cognition, including problem solving and abstraction. Intact maintenance of mnemonic 

information is therefore critical for functioning, and a body of prior work has shown that 

incentives can enhance WM through improvements in precision and reaction time (Gilbert 

and Fiez, 2004; Beck et al., 2010; Jimura and Braver, 2010; Gong and Li, 2014; Klyszejko 

et al., 2014; Wallis et al., 2015; Thurm et al., 2018; Manga et al., 2020; Sandry and Ricker, 

2020; Brissenden et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021), though not capacity (Zhang and Luck, 

2011). A number of related mechanisms likely underlie these effects. Visual processing 

can shift as a result of reward-stimuli associations, possibly enhancing attentional priorities 

(Engelmann and Pessoa, 2007; Morey et al., 2011; Chelazzi et al., 2013; Klyszejko et al., 

2014; Sandry and Ricker, 2020), thereby influencing the encoding of stimuli and, ultimately, 

downstream cognitive performance (Small et al., 2005; Serences, 2008; Geier et al., 2010; 

Chelazzi et al., 2013; Rothkirch and Sterzer, 2015). As modeled by van den Berg and 

colleagues, it may be that optimization between the distribution of cognitive resources and 

the amount of reward at stake leads to differentially encoded stimuli (van den Berg and Ma, 

2018). Key reward-stimuli associations are likely cemented by closely tracking outcomes, 

as receiving incentives is highly salient when linked to an action (Zink et al., 2004). 

Ultimately, these mechanisms affect the strength of reward representation and the ability 

to keep in mind future rewards. The strength of reward representation is therefore critical 

for motivated behaviors—stimuli previously associated with reward can affect WM, but this 

effect weakens if the reward-stimuli association is not repeatedly reinforced (Infanti et al., 

2015; Klink et al., 2017). In addition, while rewards can improve task performance, reward 

information that is irrelevant to a task can impede performance (Krebs et al., 2010, 2011). 

Collectively, prior work suggests that incentives can have a powerful effect on cognitive 

performance.

Human neuroimaging studies suggest that regions that support working memory and 

cognition also integrate motivation; therefore the same systems appear capable of supporting 

cognition and flexibly integrating motivational and other affective cues (Perlstein et al., 

2002; Braver et al., 2009). This includes a distributed network of regions primarily localized 

to the frontal and parietal cortices, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), 

the precentral sulcus (PCS), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), inferior frontal gyrus, and anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC) (Pochon et al., 2002; Gilbert and Fiez, 2004; Taylor et al., 2004; 

Krawczyk et al., 2007; Longe et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2010; Jimura et al., 2010; Krawczyk 

and D’Esposito, 2013; Belayachi et al., 2015). These neuroimaging studies highlight brain 

regions that likely support motivated WM, and also raise questions about where in the brain 

motivated working memory performance and neural signals can be linked. Identifying the 

regions where neural signal changes can be linked to changes in WM performance may lead 

to a more specific understanding of which processes ultimately affect WM during motivated 

conditions and contribute to goal-directed behaviors. This fundamental gap remains, in 

part, because some neuroimaging studies have not demonstrated measurable change in 
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working memory performance under motivating conditions, though neural modulation has 

been observed (Pochon et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2004; Belayachi et al., 2015). In other 

studies, the effect of motivation on working memory has been measured with respect to 

reaction time, leaving open questions about the neural effects of motivational changes on 

accuracy (Krawczyk et al., 2007; Beck et al., 2010; Jimura et al., 2010). In only a few 

human neuroimaging studies have incentives shown to improve working memory accuracy 

(Gilbert and Fiez, 2004; Longe et al., 2009), though in neither study were direct links 

between behavior and brain identified.

To begin to bridge this gap, we designed a motivated working memory task for functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with the goal of identifying neural systems that support 

motivated WM and associated changes in WM accuracy. We translated a well-studied spatial 

working memory (sWM) task from non-human primate work (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983; 

Funahashi et al., 1989) that has yielded a rich understanding of single neuron physiology, 

and has inspired related computational models (Compte et al., 2000; Durstewitz et al., 

2000; Murray et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2014), thereby allowing for interpretive findings 

across species and levels of neural circuits. Work using this task and related tasks in 

non-human primates has found that neuronal firing in the PFC, but also parietal and visual 

cortices, critically support sWM during the delay epoch when mnemonic information is 

maintained (Fuster, 1973; Funahashi et al., 1989; Barash et al., 1991; Constantinidis and 

Steinmetz, 1996; Miller et al., 1996; Chafee and Goldman-Rakic, 1998; Bisley et al., 2004; 

Vijayraghavan et al., 2007; Woloszyn and Sheinberg, 2009; Steenrod et al., 2013; Lundqvist 

et al., 2016). Other studies in monkeys suggest that executive functions that originate from 

the PFC, such as attention, may modulate the sensory cortices responsible for supporting 

information representation (Petrides, 2000; Pasternak and Greenlee, 2005). This concerted 

neural activity may reflect the extensive connections across the fronto-parietal-visual system 

(Barbas and Mesulam, 1981; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1991; Petrides and Pandya, 1999) 

that have been mapped in non-human primates, and are likely relevant in humans. Notably, 

human neuroimaging of this sWM task has also identified a fronto-parietal-visual system 

that supports sWM (Sweeney et al., 1996; Curtis et al., 2004; Geier et al., 2009; Jerde et 

al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2017; Rahmati et al., 2018), and these findings align with the 

broader neuroimaging literature on sWM (McCarthy et al., 1994, 1996; Courtney et al., 

1998; Lawrence et al., 2018).

We adapted this sWM task to test the effect of incentives on sWM neural systems 

and link changes in sWM performance with changes in neural signal. This task uses a 

continuous measure of sWM accuracy, potentially allowing for a wider range of responses, 

and decreased floor/ceiling effects. We hypothesized that using this task would yield a 

measurable effect of motivation on sWM accuracy, and allow us to examine the brain 

for associated neural signals. Reward and loss incentives were included, as both can be 

motivating (Knutson et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2006). We presented incentives under cued 

and non-cued conditions to test the hypothesis that externally and internally represented 

incentives could elicit motivational drive and modulate sWM, as models of incentive 

motivation suggest that motivation arises from integrating both external cues and internal 

states (Berridge, 2009, 2012). The feedback phase, which was designed to award larger 

amounts of money for better sWM accuracy, was examined to provide validation for the 
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impact of incentives, and another link between changes in sWM accuracy and neural 

modulation. Overall, we found that both externally and internally represented incentives 

elicited motivational drive to improve sWM accuracy, and that trial-by-trial improvements 

in sWM accuracy were associated with increases in BOLD signal in visual association 

regions of the posterior frontal (PCS) and parietal (IPS) cortices. Outcomes were observed 

to be highly salient, and tracked by subcortical and cortical brain regions, including the 

ventral striatum, habenula and periaqueductal gray. Taken together, our work suggests that 

motivation recruits complex sensory processes through IPS and PCS engagement to improve 

sWM.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Subjects

33 right-handed, fluent English-speaking young adults (12 females, 21 males, age = 23.3 

+/− 4.6 y/o) were recruited with community advertisement. All participants tolerated an 

MRI, had no current or lifetime history of psychiatric illness or substance use disorders for 

themselves or immediate family, had no severe medical or neurological illnesses, and had no 

history of significant head injury. Procedures were approved by the Yale Institutional Review 

Board.

2.2. Task design

We used a slow, event-related design to examine motivational interactions with cognition 

(Mint-Cog: Motivational Interactions with Cognition). All trials had a similar design and 

were time-locked to the time repetition (TR). Each trial began with a colored target circle 

presented in one of 40 pseudo-randomized locations within two concentric rings (390 or 

415 pixel radius). This appearance of the colored target circle was the start of the encoding 

epoch, and this target circle remained on-screen for 1.4 s (Fig. 1A, Supplemental Figure 

1A). When this circle disappeared, the delay epoch began and subjects maintained the 

previously presented spatial position while continuing central fixation. The delay epoch 

lasted 9.8 s. Next, a gray circle linked to a joystick appeared, signaling the start of the probe 

phase. Participants were instructed to place the gray circle where they best remembered the 

colored circle had been. The probe phase had a duration of 2.8 s. Response accuracy was 

measured as the angular distance between the target location and response circle. Inter-trial 

intervals were 13.3 s and began after the probe phase ended or after feedback was given in 

cued incentive trials (see below). Each block had 20 trials, half of which pseudorandomly 

had a reminder for central fixation that required a button press when the fixation point 

briefly turned blue (0.7 s) during the delay epoch (button pressed in >90% of trials).

The task began with a block of 20 motor trials without working memory that served as a 

control for the neutral, baseline sWM trials. In these trials, participants were informed at 

the start of the block that they did not need to remember the location of the colored target 

circle. The colored (yellow) circle re-appeared during the probe epoch, and subjects moved 

the probe as closely as possible to the target. After this, a block of 20 neutral sWM trials 

(yellow target circle) were presented. In this set of trials, participants were instructed at the 
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start of the block to remember the location of the initially presented yellow target circle, and 

the trial occurred as described earlier (encoding, delay, probe, ITI).

Participants were then instructed that they would be given $20 with the possibility for 

further gain or loss in upcoming trials depending on their ability to remember the location 

of the colored target circles. Four incentive blocks were presented and the presentation was 

counterbalanced across participants. Two of the blocks contained cued incentive trials. In 

these trials, the possibility for gain or loss was cued at the start of each trial by the color 

of the target circle, and participants were informed this at the start of each block. Across 

these two blocks there were a total of 16 cued reward trials (green target), and 16 cued 

loss trials (red target), with 8 neutral ’catch’ trials (yellow target) interspersed to separate 

the incentivized trials. These trials were pseudorandomly presented across the two blocks. 

After each trial, feedback was given on the amount of money won or lost, and the running 

total. Two other blocks had non-cued incentive presentations. In the non-cued reward block, 

subjects were informed at the start of the block that they could win money on each trial 

but would not be given further reminders or feedback. In the non-cued loss block they were 

given instructions at the start of the block that they could lose money on each trial but that 

they would not be given any further reminders or feedback. Both non-cued incentive blocks 

appeared visually identical to neutral trials and the target circle was yellow to avoid cueing 

the possibility for incentive, and avoid association with a new color (Cho et al., 2018). The 

only feedback given was the monetary total at the end of each non-cued reward or loss 

block.

Incentive delivery was designed such that better performance resulted in more money won 

or less money lost. Thresholds for receiving reward or avoiding loss were individualized 

based on each participant’s baseline neutral sWM performance. The participant’s sWM 

performance for each trial during the sWM block was sorted from best to worst, and reward/

loss thresholds were set according to this sorted list. For reward trials, $2 was awarded 

for performance in the top 40% of baseline sWM performances, $1.50 if between the top 

41–50%, $1 if between the top 51–65%, and $0.50 if between the top 65–80%. For loss 

trials, no money was lost for performance in the top 40% of baseline sWM performances, 

$0.50 was lost if between the top 41–50% of trials, $1 if between the top 51–65% of trials, 

$1.50 if between the top 65–80% of trials, and $2 if in the bottom 20% of trials. The amount 

of money that could be won or lost on each trial was the same for the cued and non-cued 

incentive trials. The final total at the end of the task was paid to participants (mean $33.42 

(standard dev = $16.03), and the range of money won was −$4.50−$69).

The task was presented on a Dell laptop with an LCD screen (1280×1024 pixel resolution) 

using E-Prime 2.0 software and analyzed using R (v3.5.3) within RStudio (v1.2.1355).

2.3. In-scanner eye-tracking

Eye-tracking data in the fMRI scanner was collected on a SR Research EyeLink 1000+ 

system in a subsample (n = 10) with demographics representative of the full sample. A 

larger subsample was unable to be collected as eye-tracking equipment was not available 

until later in this study. We examined the duration of central fixation within an area <150 
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pixels radius from center. Fixations were identified by the absence of saccades (velocity 

threshold = 30°/s) and blink events.

2.4. Neuroimaging acquisition

All data were obtained from a 3 Tesla Siemens scanner at the Yale Magnetic Resonance 

Research Center in New Haven, CT using a 32 (n = 13) or 64 (n = 20) channel phased array 

head coil. Prior to acquiring BOLD images, high-resolution T1w and T2w structural images 

were collected with 0.8 mm isotropic voxels in 224 AC-PC aligned slices, in compliance 

with the adult Human Connectome Project (HCP) acquisition protocol. T1w images were 

collected with a magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) pulse sequence 

(TR = 2400 ms, TE = 2.07 ms, flip angle = 8°, field of view = 256×256 mm). T2w 

images were collected with SPC (SPACE: sampling perfection with application-optimized 

contrasts using different flip angle evolution (Siemens)) (pulse sequence [TR = 3200 ms, 

TE = 564 ms, flip angle mode = T2 var, field of view = 256×256 mm]. A pair of reverse 

phase-encoded spin-echo field maps (anterior to posterior, and posterior to anterior) was also 

collected to aid distortion correction in preprocessing (voxel size = 2.5 mm isotropic, TR = 

7220 ms, TE = 73 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 210×210 mm, bandwidth = 2290 Hz).

All BOLD images were acquired with specifications based on the adult HCP acquisition 

protocols at the time of collection. 54 interleaved axial slices were collected parallel to the 

anterior-posterior commissure (AC-PC) with 2.5 mm isotropic voxels using a multi-band 

accelerated fast gradient-echo, echo-planar sequence (acceleration factor = 6, time repetition 

(TR) = 700 ms, time echo (TE) = 31.0 ms, flip angle = 55°, field of view = 210×210 mm, 

matrix = 84×84, bandwidth = 2290 Hz). Each run was 9.33 min with 800 vol. Single-band 

reference images acquired before each BOLD run aided registration during preprocessing.

2.5. Neuroimaging processing

Structural and functional MRI data were pre-processed using HCP minimal preprocessing 

pipelines (Glasser et al., 2013) implemented through our multi-modal neuroimaging 

platform called Quantitative Neuroimaging Environment and Toolbox (Qu|Nex, https://

qunex.yale.edu). The open-source HCP pipelines represent the current state-of-the-art 

in BOLD distortion correction, registration, and maximization of high-resolution signal-

to-noise, and have been optimized for our specific acquisition parameters and Yale’s 

High Performance Computing resources (Ji et al., 2019). T1w and T2w images were 

corrected for bias-field distortions and warped to the standard Montreal Neurological 

Institute-152 (MNI-152) brain template using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) linear 

image registration tool (FLIRT) and non-linear image registration tool (FNIRT) (Jenkinson 

et al., 2012). Next, FreeSurfer’s recon-all pipeline computed brain-wide segmentation of 

gray and white matter. Cortical surface models were generated for pial and white matter 

boundaries, and segmentation masks were generated for each subcortical gray matter voxel. 

A cortical ribbon was defined along with corresponding subcortical voxels, which were 

combined to generate the Connectivity Informatics Technology Initiative (CIFTI) volume/

surface gray-ordinate space for each individual subject. CIFTI format significantly reduces 

file management for combined surface and volume analyses and establishes a combined 

cortical surface and subcortical volume coordinate system (Glasser et al., 2013). The cortical 
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surfaces were registered to the group average HCP atlas using surface-based registration, 

whereas the subcortical volume component of the image was brought into group atlas 

alignment via non-linear registration (Glasser et al., 2013).

BOLD data were motion corrected and aligned to the single-band reference images via 

FLIRT. A liberal brain-mask was applied to exclude signal from non-brain tissue. After 

initial processing in NIFTI volume space, BOLD data were converted to the CIFTI 

matrix by sampling from the anatomically-defined gray matter cortical ribbon. Subcortical 

voxels were isolated using subject-specific FreeSurfer segmentation. The subcortical volume 

component aligned to the group atlas as part of the NIFTI processing in a single transform 

step that concatenates all of the transform matrices for each prior processing step (i.e. 

motion correction, registration, distortion correction) and minimizes interpolation cost. The 

cortical surface component of the CIFTI file was aligned to the HCP atlas using surface-

based nonlinear deformation based on sulcal features. Images were sampled at 2 mm 

isotropic voxels, consistent with HCP protocols (Glasser et al., 2013). Functional images 

were smoothed with a 2 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

2.6. fMRI analyses

All general linear models were calculated for each subject using inhouse software (Qu|

Nex) implemented in Matlab, with 12 motion regressors of no interest, baseline and drift 

regressors for each run. For assumed response modeling, task regressors for each epoch and 

condition were included. The hemodynamic response function (HRF) was modeled using 

an assumed boxcar function convolved with a gamma function (Boynton et al., 1996). Beta 

coefficients of interest were entered into second-level, random-effects analyses using non-

parametric statistics implemented through Permutation Analysis of Linear Models (PALM) 

software (Winkler et al., 2014). Time courses were reconstructed using a finite impulse 

response (FIR) model for unassumed HRF modeling in which separate regressors for each of 

the timepoints of each type of trial were entered into a GLM.

Whole-brain analyses used 5000 permutations, and threshold-free cluster enhancement 

(TFCE) unless otherwise noted. TFCE approaches cluster correction by calculating a 

weighted sum of a local cluster signal, thereby avoiding the need to arbitrarily set a cluster 

threshold for significance (Smith and Nichols, 2009). The first analysis tested for a main 

effect of sWM across the whole brain (sWM > Motor, across encoding and delay epochs) 

to ensure that our task design activated canonical sWM regions (p < 0.05, whole-brain, 

family-wise error (FWE-corrected)). We next tested for overlapping regions between sWM 

neural systems and regions that were impacted by the main effect of cued incentive. 

For this, a conjunction (logical AND) approach was used to identify regions of overlap 

between the sWM map and the main effect of cued incentive (each thresholded at p < 

0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations, TFCE prior to conjunction). Similar conjunction 

approaches have been done in prior work on incentivized WM (Pochon et al., 2002). 

Following this, we tested a 3-way conjunction that involved the aforementioned map of 

sWM, the aforementioned main effect of cued incentive (Neutral vs. Cued Gain vs. Cued 

Loss) and an interaction of cued incentive and epoch ((Neutral vs. Cued Gain vs. Cued 

Loss) x (Encoding vs. Delay)). The latter map was included because neural effects across 
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various regions of the brain may differ with encoding and delay. While there are behavioral 

results suggesting that rewards need to be cued prior to, or at, encoding, rather than after 

encoding, in order to influence WM (Wallis et al., 2015; Brissenden et al., 2021), there is 

no guarantee that this finding applies throughout the various widespread and diverse regions 

of the brain. Each map was whole-brain thresholded at p < 0.05, FWE-corrected using 5000 

permutations and TFCE prior to conjunction. Following this, we tested for overlapping brain 

regions in which sWM was modulated by incentives that were externally cued, as well 

as incentives that were internally represented (non-cued). This conjunction tested whether 

externally cued and internally represented incentives elicited similar effects. To test this 

we additionally conjuncted a whole-brain corrected map of non-cued incentive (Neutral vs. 

Non-cued Gain vs. Non-Cued Loss) x epoch (Encoding vs. Delay) to the prior conjunction. 

For all conjunction analyses, percent signal change was visualized from relative regional 

peaks in sWM signal in regions that remained after conjunction. To balance the granularity 

following stringent conjunction with the size of cortical regions, visualized clusters were 

limited in size between 25 and 600 mm2 on the cortical surface and 10–250 contiguous 

voxels in the subcortex. Timecourses were reconstructed using finite impulse response 

modeling (see earlier).

2.7. Trial-by-Trial fMRI analyses

We used a regression approach to test for regions that showed BOLD signal changes that 

were associated with improvements in sWM accuracy using a random-effects approach. This 

allowed us to test for regions in which trial-by-trial incentive-driven sWM improvements 

were associated with increased BOLD signal during the delay epoch. sWM accuracy for 

each trial of each subject (except the motor condition) was Z-normalized within-subject and 

regressed with the associated change in BOLD signal for each trial during the delay epoch 

at each greyordinate/voxel within the sWM map. This regression was modeled for each 

subject separately (i.e. within-subject) and resulting regression coefficients were entered into 

group analyses at each voxel using a one-sample t-test (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 

permutations).

ereFor the regions that survived correction, the BOLD signal changes in relation to sWM 

accuracy were visualized using a rank-order approach. In the first visualization, sWM 

accuracy for each trial (except motor) was rank-ordered within each subject and then 

grouped by deciles (10 percent bins) for each subject separately (within-subject). Each 

decile was entered as a separate regressor into a GLM, and the resulting regressor for 

each decile was then averaged across subjects for plotting. The unassumed HRF analyses 

used a finite impulse response approach while the assumed HRF analyses modeled the 

HRF for each decile during the delay epoch. This provided visualization of the underlying 

signal changes associated with changes in sWM accuracy. We also illustrated the sWM 

accuracy associated with BOLD signal changes within conditions, specifically the neutral, 

cued reward and cued loss conditions within each participant using a similar approach. The 

spatial working memory accuracy for the neutral, cued reward or cued loss condition were 

sorted from worst to best for each participant and then stratified into deciles within each 

condition and each participant (10% bins). The deciles for each condition were entered 

into a GLM for each participant using an unassumed HRF and assumed HRF approach as 
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before. Resulting regressors for each decile for each condition (neutral, cued reward or cued 

loss) were averaged across participants and plotted to visualize the BOLD signal changes 

associated with sWM accuracy.

Finally, we tested for regions that tracked the trial-by-trial amount and valence of incentive 

received following sWM performance. The amount of money won or lost in each cued 

incentive trial was Z-normalized within each condition for each person separately, and 

regressed for each participant with the change in BOLD signal during feedback at each 

greyordinate/voxel across the whole brain. Similar to our approach regressing sWM 

accuracy with BOLD signal changes, this analysis was done using a within-subjects 

approach. The resulting coefficients for each subject within each condition were entered 

into group analyses using a one-sample t-test (p < 0.05, whole-brain FWE-corrected, 5000 

permutations, cluster correction (Z > 2.33)).

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral effects of incentives on sWM performance

We first tested if gain and loss incentives impacted within-subject sWM performance. 

Compared to the neutral sWM trials, both gain (t(32) = 3.92, p < 0.001, d = 0.68 (CI: 

0.18–1.19)) and loss (t(32) = 4.21, p < 0.001, d = 0.73 (CI: 0.22–1.24)) improved sWM 

performance across cued and non-cued conditions (main effect of Incentive (neutral, gain, 

and loss), F(2,64) = 12.62, p < 0.001) (Fig. 1B). In addition, both cued (t(32) = 4.94, p < 

0.001, d = 0.82 (CI:0.44–1.21)) and non-cued (t(32) = 3.21, p < 0.005, d = 0.45 (CI:0.16–

0.74)) incentives improved sWM performance compared to the neutral trials (main effect 

of Cue (neutral, cued and non-cued), (F(2,64) = 15.7, p < 0.001)) (Fig. 1C). However, 

this effect was larger for the cued, relative to non-cued, incentive presentations (t(32) = 

2.82, p < 0.01, d = 0.40 (CI:0.11–0.69)). The distribution of responses appeared similar 

across the incentive conditions (Supplemental Figure 1B). In turn, sWM performance 

showed correlated effects across conditions (Supplemental Figure 1C). For the neutral block, 

behavioral performance was similar to that in the neutral ‘catch’ trials, as well as in a block 

of neutral trials that followed all incentive blocks and were collected as part of a separate 

experiment, suggesting that presenting neutral trials prior to incentive trials was associated 

with performance that was similar to when neutral trials were presented after incentive 

trials (Supplemental Figure 1D). Eye-tracking analyses showed that central fixation did not 

worsen during motivated sWM conditions (Supplemental Figure 2A, B).

3.2. Brain-wide effects of spatial working memory

We first sought to validate that our task activated canonical neural systems previously shown 

to be engaged during sWM (Sweeney et al., 1996; Curtis et al., 2004; Geier et al., 2009; 

Jerde et al., 2012). To test this, we contrasted signal during the neutral sWM condition 

versus the motor response condition (trials without sWM demands) across both encoding 

and delay epochs. The resulting map closely matched prior work (p < 0.05, family-wise 

error (FWE) corrected, 5000 permutations) (Fig. 2A, Supplemental Figure 3), and revealed 

robust fronto-parietal, striatal and cerebellar signal. We illustrated the effects from two 

cortical areas, the posterior intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Fig. 2B) and precentral sulcus (PCS) 
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(Fig. 2C), as prior work has suggested that these two regions are critical for supporting 

sWM, possibly through organized priority maps of space (Kastner et al., 2007; Jerde et al., 

2012; Sprague and Serences, 2013; Mackey et al., 2017) (see Supplemental Figure 3 for an 

unthresholded map, and Supplemental Figure 4 and Supplemental Table 1 for all areas and 

coordinates). Collectively, these effects established a baseline, brain-wide sWM map within 

which the impact of incentives on sWM signal could be examined.

3.3. Effects of cued incentives on neural systems engaged by sWM

We first examined the effects of cued incentives across encoding and delay epochs (i.e., 

main effect) by testing whether cued incentives modulated sWM signals. We applied a 

conjunction analysis framework to identify areas across the sWM map (Fig. 3A) that were 

modulated by cued incentives across the encoding and delay epochs. This conjunction 

involved: i) the whole-brain map of sWM, included in order to identify the key regions 

supporting sWM; and ii) the main effect of Cued Incentive (cued gain, cued loss, and 

neutral), included in order to identify regions impacted by incentives. These maps were 

statistically orthogonal and independently corrected at the whole-brain level prior to 

conjunction (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations).

Regions that remained following this 2-way conjunction, and therefore that demonstrated an 

effect of cued incentive on sWM regions, included prefrontal and parietal cortices, anterior 

cingulate cortex, insula cortex, and ventral occipitotemporal cortices (Fig. 3B). As with the 

brain-wide map of sWM, we illustrate the signal in the IPS and PCS (Kastner et al., 2007; 

Jerde et al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2017). In the left IPS, elevated BOLD signal was seen 

during cued gain and loss conditions across encoding and delay epochs, compared to the 

neutral sWM conditions (Fig. 3C). In the right PCS, BOLD signal was also elevated in the 

PCS for cued gain and loss conditions across the encoding and delay epochs (Fig. 3E). Two 

other regions that are commonly implicated in spatial working memory or reward processes, 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the superior frontal sulcus (SFS), are also illustrated. 

In both regions, elevated BOLD signal was seen during cued gain and loss conditions, 

compared to the neutral condition, across the encoding and delay epochs (Fig. 3D and 3F). 

See Supplemental Figure 5 and Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 for all areas and coordinates.

To better understand the effects of cued incentives on sWM signals, we next tested whether 

these effects differentially occurred during the encoding and delay epochs. Building upon 

our conjunction logic, we applied an additional conjunction analysis to identify areas across 

the sWM map (Fig. 2A) that were modulated by cued incentives differentially during 

the encoding or delay epochs. This conjunction involved three statistically orthogonal 

maps independently corrected at the whole-brain level prior to conjunction (p < 0.05, 

FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations) (Fig. 4A). These maps included the two maps from the 

prior conjunction (the whole-brain map of sWM and the main effect of Cued Incentive (cued 

gain, cued loss and neutral)) and a third map, the interaction of Cued Incentive (cued gain, 

cued loss and neutral) x Epoch (encoding and delay), included in order to identify regions 

where incentive differentially impacted encoding and delay. Results from this conjunction 

ensured that identified regions would be engaged by sWM and modulated by cued incentives 

differentially during encoding and delay epochs.
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Overall, the breadth of regions was relatively more restricted, compared to the 2-way 

conjunction. Regions that remained following this 3-way conjunction, and therefore 

demonstrated an effect of incentive on sWM signals, included the prefrontal, parietal, 

cingulate, and ventral occipitotemporal cortices (Fig. 4B). As with the brain-wide map 

of sWM and the main effect of cued incentives, we continue with illustrating the signal 

in the IPS and PCS (Kastner et al., 2007; Jerde et al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2017). In the 

left IPS, separate examination of the epochs demonstrated elevated BOLD signal during 

the encoding epoch for cued gain trials only; the signal during the cued loss condition 

appeared similar to that of the neutral sWM trials (Figured 4C, 4D left). During the 

delay epoch in the IPS there was elevated BOLD signal for both cued gain and loss trials 

(Fig. 4D right). In the PCS, within both the encoding and delay epoch, BOLD signal was 

elevated in the PCS for cued gain and loss conditions (Fig. 2F middle and right). In other 

regions that survived the conjunctions, there appeared to be a heterogeneous impact of cued 

incentives, as demonstrated by relatively suppressed BOLD signal in anterior prefrontal and 

parietal areas, and in the cerebellum (Supplemental Figure 6). See Supplemental Figure 

6 and Supplemental Tables 4 and 5 for all areas and coordinates. Together, these effects 

highlighted the distributed neural circuits that are driven by sWM and can be subsequently 

modulated by incentive cues during sWM epochs.

3.4. Effects of non-cued incentives on neural regions engaged by sWM

Next, we tested if ongoing internal representation of incentives can impact sWM-driven 

neural signals similarly to the response found from externally cued incentives. We analyzed 

non-cued incentivized sWM trials, which were visually identical to neutral sWM trials, 

except for instructions at the start of the block that money could be won (or lost) throughout 

the block. In other words, no further cues were given at the start of a trial, and no 

feedback was given, but subjects’ performance could continue to be incentivized based 

on their internal representations of incentive throughout the block. Building upon our prior 

conjunction logic, we tested whether the previously identified conjunction areas (which were 

sensitive to cued incentives) were also sensitive to non-cued incentives. To examine this, 

the prior conjunction was combined with the whole-brain interaction map of Non-Cued 

Incentive (non-cued gain, non-cued loss, neutral) x Epoch (encoding and delay) (p < 

0.05, FWE, 5000 permutations, prior to conjunction) (Fig. 5A). This four-way conjunction 

therefore identified regions that were affected by cued, as well as non-cued, incentives.

The remaining areas in the four-way conjunction were spatially similar, though overall, 

more restricted, compared to the prior conjunction (Fig. 5B). An illustration of the effects 

in the IPS showed that this region had elevated BOLD signal during the delay epoch of 

both non-cued gain and loss conditions, though not during the encoding epoch (Fig. 5C, 

D). In contrast, the PCS showed consistently elevated BOLD signal for both encoding 

and delay epochs during non-cued gain and loss trials (Fig. 5E, F), appearing to integrate 

incentives within both epochs and conditions when incentives were internally represented. 

As with cued incentives, the effect of non-cued incentives in other regions that survived 

the conjunction was heterogeneous. Similar to the effect of cued incentives, relative 

BOLD signal suppression was observed during non-cued incentivized conditions in anterior 

prefrontal and parietal, and cerebellar areas (Supplemental Figure 7 and Supplemental 
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Tables 6 and 7). Interestingly, in these regions, as in other regions, the effects of non-cued 

incentives was also relatively attenuated. Given that the dlPFC, anterior parietal cortex and 

cerebellum are heterogeneous regions composed of various subdivisions, we overlapped 

the areas that survived the conjunction with a prior network parcellation schema (Ji et 

al., 2019) to confirm whether these areas overlapped with traditionally cognitive networks. 

All three areas with decreased BOLD signal during incentivized sWM were found within 

the frontoparietal and/or dorsal attention networks (Supplemental Figure 8). In contrast, 

adjacent areas in the posterior parietal cortex that had elevated BOLD signal during 

incentivized sWM straddled the visual association network.

3.5. Neural regions associated with trial-by-trial sWM performance

We next sought to understand whether the observed neural changes were associated with 

trial-by-trial improvements in sWM performance. sWM performance was calculated using 

the angular distance between the target and response for each trial except motor trials. This 

yielded a continuous (as opposed to a binary) accuracy measure that could be regressed with 

BOLD signal during the delay epoch for each trial for each subject, thereby quantifying 

how much of the BOLD signal during the delay epoch was associated with better sWM 

performance. We computed this for each voxel across the sWM map identified in Fig. 2A 

and used a type I voxel-wise error correction. For a select subset of areas, including the 

posterior IPS and ventral PCS, results revealed an association between increased BOLD 

signal and better trial-by-trial sWM performance (p < 0.05, FWE, 5000 permutations) (Fig. 

6A, blue) (Supplemental Table 8). We first visualized this relationship in the IPS across all 

trial types by rank-ordering the performance of each trial into deciles on a within-subject 

basis. The first decile referred to the 10% of trials with the worst performance for each 

subject, and the tenth decile referred to the 10% of trials with the best performance for each 

subject. A GLM was used to compute the regressors associated with each decile for each 

subject, and the resulting beta weights for each subject were averaged across subjects and 

visualized for each decile (Fig. 6B).

This allowed for a direct visualization of the relationship between BOLD signal and sWM 

performance across all trial types in the IPS, as depicted by the whole-map analysis. We 

further examined this association between BOLD signal and sWM performance by using 

the same decile ranking approach to illustrate the increase in BOLD signal within incentive 

conditions. This illustration revealed a robust association between increased BOLD signal 

and better sWM performance in each condition (Fig. 6C). Notably, the slopes of the trend 

lines reflecting the relationship between BOLD signal and sWM performance appeared 

similar between the neutral, cued gain and cued loss conditions, though overall BOLD signal 

was greater in incentive conditions, compared to the neutral condition (Fig. 6C).

3.6. Neural regions encoding trial-by-trial valence and performance-driven parametric 
value of incentive receipt

A key feature of this paradigm involved receiving an incentive amount based on sWM 

performance. More money was won or avoided in loss for trials with better sWM 

performance; worse sWM performance resulted in more money lost or less money won. 

Thresholds for incentives were parameterized and individualized based on how well a person 
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performed during the neutral sWM condition (see Methods). This allowed us to test the 

association of trial-by-trial incentive receipt with BOLD signal during the feedback epoch 

of cued incentive sWM trials. We quantified this relationship by regressing the amount of 

money won or lost on each cued incentive trial with the BOLD signal during the feedback 

phase. We computed this effect at the whole-brain level independent of prior analyses 

because this feedback epoch required no sWM demand; rather this epoch was viewed as 

incentive receipt that was performance-dependent following a cognitive task (Fig. 7A, p < 

0.05, FWE, 5000 permutations). Whole-brain corrected effects revealed that larger amounts 

of money won (gain) was associated with greater BOLD signal across several areas typically 

implicated in reward processing, including bilateral ventral striatum (VS), putamen, and left 

ACC/medial PFC (Fig. 7A, B, C) (Supplemental Table 9). Interestingly, larger amounts of 

averted monetary loss (i.e., less money lost during loss conditions) were also associated with 

greater BOLD signal across similar reward-related areas, some of which fully overlapped 

with the areas tracking monetary gain (Fig. 7A, B, C) (Supplemental Table 10). In contrast, 

increasing amounts of monetary loss was associated with greater signal in areas implicated 

in disappointment and pain (Vogt et al., 2005; Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka, 2011; Roy 

et al., 2014; Fazeli and Buchel, 2018), including bilateral habenula, periaqueductal gray 

(PAG), and anterior insula (Fig. 7A, B, C) (Supplemental Table 11). Notably, the VS was 

associated with both monetary gain and averted monetary loss. Therefore, we specifically 

tested if the VS BOLD signal reflected individual differences in sensitivity to gain receipt 

and averting loss. There was a significant correlation in the VS BOLD signal demonstrating 

that participants who were most responsive to the greatest monetary gain were also those 

who had high VS signal when they most successfully averted monetary loss (left VS effect; 

r = 0.59, p < 0.001; right VS, r = 0.34, p = 0.051). Collectively, these results suggest that the 

neural circuits involved in incentive receipt following a cognitive task can be distinguished 

by valence and amount in subcortical and cortical regions.

4. Discussion

Motivational influences on cognition are required for successful goal-directed behaviors. 

Using an incentivized sWM neuroimaging paradigm based on the original oculomotor 

delayed response task, we found that monetary gain and loss modulated sWM-related BOLD 

signal across a distributed set of sWM-evoked areas. Overall, the possibility for monetary 

gain or loss improved sWM performance, and increased BOLD signal in posterior frontal 

and parietal regions. Posterior IPS and PCS, areas critical for supporting sWM, specifically 

had elevated BOLD signal during incentivized sWM that was greater than the BOLD signal 

changes observed during baseline, neutral sWM. The effect of incentives on sWM-related 

BOLD signal was heterogeneous, and anterior prefrontal, parietal and cerebellar areas 

overlapping executive networks displayed relatively decreased BOLD signal. Externally 

cued incentive presentation and internally represented incentives (non-cued condition) had 

similar effects on BOLD signal across the brain, suggesting that both types of incentive 

presentation were capable of eliciting BOLD signal modulation in sWM systems. Linkages 

between sWM performance and BOLD signal changes were observed in a subset of sWM 

regions, including in the posterior IPS and PCS, which had greater trial-by-trial BOLD 

signal changes that were associated with better sWM performance. Incentive receipt was 
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linked to sWM performance, and the amount of money won or lost was distinguished during 

feedback in a trial-by-trial manner in distinct neural systems that are known to process 

pleasure, pain and disappointment. Altogether, our work highlights the complex sensory 

processes recruited when sWM is motivated, and suggests that BOLD signal changes in 

the IPS and PCS may be a potential mechanism for motivation-associated improvements in 

sWM.

4.1. Cued and non-cued incentives improve sWM performance

Sharpened cognition allows an organism to execute actions with greater proficiency than 

typically mustered (Pessoa and Engelmann, 2010). Overall, we found that the possibility 

of either monetary gain or loss improved sWM precision, an effect in line with prior work 

showing incentive-driven effects on cognition (Gilbert and Fiez, 2004; Engelmann and 

Pessoa, 2007; Locke and Braver, 2008; Longe et al., 2009; Jimura et al., 2010; Klink et 

al., 2017). Additionally, sWM performance improved when the possibility for incentives 

was maintained by internal representations as well as cues at the start of each sWM trial. 

However, behavioral effects were overall stronger for cued incentives, compared to non-cued 

incentives, likely reflecting the salience of visual stimuli (Krebs et al., 2015), and similar 

for loss and gain conditions. Eye-tracking analyses in a subset of participants suggested that 

the improvement in incentivized sWM performance was not due to shifting strategies related 

to worse central fixation; in fact, under incentivized sWM conditions, participants showed 

relatively better central fixation, a finding echoed in prior work of humans and monkeys 

(Leon and Shadlen, 1999; Roesch and Olson, 2005; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009; Cho et al., 

2018).

4.2. Incentive engagement of visual and posterior frontoparietal association cortices is 
associated with better sWM precision

Our work suggests that motivated sWM engages visual association regions of posterior 

frontoparietal cortices via increased BOLD signal. These regions supported baseline, neutral 

sWM, as evidenced by the greater BOLD signal during sWM, compared to the motor 

condition, and also demonstrated even greater BOLD signal when the possibility for 

monetary reward or loss was presented. Therefore, as with prior studies of motivated 

working memory, regions that supported cognition also appeared to flexibly integrate 

incentive-related information (Perlstein et al., 2002; Braver et al., 2009). Our findings 

additionally suggest that complex sensory processes may be important for supporting 

cognition under motivated conditions when incentives are externally cued and also internally 

represented. Prior work has demonstrated that visual association areas are sensitive to 

incentive information (Rothkirch and Sterzer, 2015), including reward receipt (Weil et al., 

2010; Arsenault et al., 2013) and reward cues (Serences, 2008; Stanisor et al., 2013; Cicmil 

et al., 2015; Zold and Hussain Shuler, 2015). Such sensitivity has been postulated to arise 

from shifts in attention (Pessoa and Engelmann, 2010; Chelazzi et al., 2013; Stanisor et 

al., 2013) as well as changes in dopamine release (Arsenault et al., 2013; Takakuwa et 

al., 2018), which collectively improve encoding and detection of relevant stimuli (Goltstein 

et al., 2018). Salient physical features of visual stimuli may interact with reward-value 

associations to enhance encoding by the visual system (Krebs et al., 2015; Hickey and 

Peelen, 2017; Bachman et al., 2020). Such enhanced encoding may also relate to prior 
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reward-related associations (Anderson, 2019) and has the possibility for contributing to 

future decision-making processes (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Yang and Shadlen, 2007). 

Similar reward responsiveness has been observed in posterior frontal areas such as the 

PCS (and surrounding BA 6/8) and frontal eye fields (Amador et al., 2000; Roesch and 

Olson, 2003; Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011). Taken together, these findings suggest that 

posterior frontoparietal visual association regions both support baseline sWM and are key 

for integrating motivational processes with sWM.

Overall, our work is in line with prior neuroimaging studies on motivated working memory 

with some key differences. In general, prior neuroimaging studies of motivated cognition 

have demonstrated BOLD signal changes in regions that typically support the baseline 

cognitive process, usually in prefrontal and parietal cortical regions. Most of these studies, 

including ours, have used money as an incentive, though it is worth noting that a study 

by Beck and colleagues demonstrated that the type of incentive may affect which regions 

support motivated working memory (Beck et al., 2010). In our work, regions that supported 

working memory were impacted by incentives, and we demonstrated that the effect of 

incentive within sWM regions was heterogeneous—that is, incentives did not uniformly 

affect sWM regions through increased BOLD signal. These differential effects likely 

reflect the heterogeneous nature of the prefrontal cortex, which contains diverse subregions 

distinguished by cytoarchitecture and connectivity (Barbas and Pandya, 1987; Pandya and 

Yeterian, 1990; Yeterian and Pandya, 1991; Yeterian et al., 2012). This heterogeneous effect 

of motivated working memory on prefrontal BOLD signals has previously been seen in 

other work, with relatively decreased BOLD signals in ventrolateral and ventromedial PFC, 

and BA10 previously reported (Pochon et al., 2002; Gilbert and Fiez, 2004; Longe et al., 

2009). Our results most closely match studies of motivated object or visual WM, both 

of which typically require visual association cortex during baseline WM, and also when 

incentive information is integrated (Taylor et al., 2004; Krawczyk et al., 2007; Krawczyk 

and D’Esposito, 2013). In the case of the study by Taylor and colleagues, which used a 

delay response visual WM task, elevated BOLD activation was seen in the IPS and superior 

frontal sulcus, similar to our study (Taylor et al., 2004). Studies of letter n-back working 

memory and verbal working memory, however, appear to activate more anterior prefrontal 

regions during reward conditions (Pochon et al., 2002; Gilbert and Fiez, 2004; Longe et al., 

2009; Beck et al., 2010; Jimura et al., 2010; Belayachi et al., 2015). These studies have 

demonstrated elevated BOLD signal during motivated working memory in the dlPFC, as 

well as other anterior frontal cortical regions. In contrast, our study demonstrated relatively 

decreased BOLD signal during incentivized sWM in the dlPFC, anterior parietal cortex 

and cerebellar areas that straddled frontoparietal/dorsal attention networks. This surprising 

finding may be considered within two broader contexts. The first relates to the type of 

working memory task used here. We chose to use a spatial working memory task, given 

the myriad of work using this task in non-human primates that has yielded neuroscientific 

insights. Spatial working memory tasks elicit delay-related neuronal activity in a variety of 

regions, including the dlPFC, FEF, visual cortices, and thalamus. In humans, neuroimaging 

work using sWM has consistently demonstrated the importance of the PCS, the superior 

frontal sulcus and the posterior IPS in supporting sWM (Courtney et al., 1998; Curtis et 

al., 2004; Kastner et al., 2007; Jerde et al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2017). While the dlPFC 
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has been shown to be involved in sWM, and indeed was the original region of interest 

in classic non-human primate studies and also showed clear involvement in our baseline, 

neutral sWM trials, lesion studies suggest that its involvement is not necessarily critical for 

supporting sWM processes in humans (Mackey et al., 2016a, 2016b; Curtis and Sprague, 

2021). It is possible that WM tasks requiring maintenance of spatial locations rely more on 

distributed regions of the visual system to support mnemonic information (Postle, 2006) that 

can then be integrated with reward signals. In monkeys, work using a rewarded sWM task 

has demonstrated stronger neuronal firing in posterior frontal regions, including premotor 

cortex, and FEF, but relatively weaker firing in anterior regions such as dlPFC during 

rewarded sWM (Roesch and Olson, 2003). Furthermore, neurons in the ventrolateral PFC 

have been shown to encode reward and sWM more strongly than neurons in the dorsolateral 

PFC (Kennerley and Wallis, 2009).

The second context of note relates to the task design. In our task, the stimuli signaling 

incentives and the stimuli for encoded spatial location were simultaneously presented. 

In the cued condition, signals for gain, loss or neutral conditions were intermixed and 

pseudorandomly presented but always presented at the spatial location to be encoded. Thus 

the visual features associated with incentive, here color, may have had enhanced salience 

that led to engagement of the visual system, with concomitant suppression of executive 

systems (Krebs et al., 2015). In the dlPFC, the BOLD signal activation seen during baseline 

sWM and the relative BOLD signal suppression seen during incentivized conditions may 

also be reflective of the dual modes of ‘proactive’ and ‘reactive’ engagement of cognitive 

systems, as described by the dual-mechanisms theory of cognitive control (Aron, 2011; 

Braver, 2012). ‘Reactive’ engagement, which is described as cognitive engagement that 

occurs in response to salient or interfering events, may have been particularly relevant 

when incentive cues were intermittently presented and presented at the spatial location 

to be encoded. This is in contrast with ‘proactive’ engagement, which requires ongoing 

maintenance and updating of goal-directed or rule-based information. While studies in 

monkeys have shown increased neuronal firing in the dlPFC during rewarded sWM trials, 

notably, this has occurred when rewards were presented after a group of sWM trials and 

in trials that were closer in time to the rewarded trial (Ichihara-Takeda and Funahashi, 

2008). While this could reflect integration of reward and working memory, it is also possible 

that this observation could reflect ongoing maintenance of reward schedules and specific 

preparation for an upcoming rewarded trial. In other monkey studies, it has been observed 

that dlPFC neuronal firing begins after the spatial location is cued when the incentive cue 

and spatial cue are dissociated (Leon and Shadlen, 1999). Therefore, it is possible that the 

co-presentation of incentive information and spatial location in our task may have limited 

the ability of participants to prepare a cognitive response.

Finally, a subset of regions involved in visual processing, including the posterior IPS, PCS, 

MT and other regions appeared to encode trial-by-trial improvements in sWM precision. 

Higher-order cortical visual areas have been proposed to prioritize spatial awareness based 

on behavioral relevance (Sprague et al., 2018), and internally-driven attentional demands, 

such as those that would be required in sWM tasks (Kastner et al., 2007; Silver and 

Kastner, 2009; Jerde et al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2017). In these regions topographic 

priority maps have been demonstrated that support spatial representations during working 
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memory (Sprague and Serences, 2013). Though further work is needed, it is possible 

that shifts in internal representations of spatial priorities may also be a mechanism for 

incentive-driven sWM improvements, with posterior prefrontal regions possibly shaping 

sWM representations in posterior parietal regions to improve sWM accuracy (Merrikhi et 

al., 2017). Overall, the IPS and PCS appeared to be regions that linked changes in sWM 

performance with changes in neural signals.

4.3. Receipt of feedback regarding incentive valence and amount of monetary outcome is 
encoded across distinct areas

Incentives are maximally salient when received after an action, compared to when passively 

received in the absence of an action (Zink et al., 2004). In our paradigm design, increasing 

amounts of money were gained, or avoided in loss, on trials with better sWM performance, 

linking the salience of the action (i.e. better sWM performance) with the incentive-related 

outcome (i.e. receipt of money). While gain and loss appeared to impact sWM neural 

circuits in a similar way during encoding and delay periods, we observed differences during 

the trial-by-trial receipt of incentive feedback at the end of each trial. Gaining more money 

during the feedback epoch was associated with greater trial-by-trial BOLD signal across 

regions with well-established reward-related responses, including bilateral ventral striatum 

(VS) and medial PFC (Knutson et al., 2001; Jessup and O’Doherty, 2014). Greater amounts 

of money avoided in loss were associated with trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal in the 

ventral striatum, putamen and parietal cortex. Interestingly, receiving increasing amounts of 

money and avoiding more monetary loss led to overlapping BOLD signal changes in the 

ventral striatum/putamen, and the precuneus. In the ventral striatum, people who were most 

sensitive to gain receipt appeared to also be the most sensitive to avoiding loss. Finally, 

greater amounts of monetary loss led to higher trial-by-trial BOLD signals in regions 

typically linked to pain or disappointment, including the habenula, anterior insula, PAG, 

and ACC (Vogt, 2005; Bromberg-Martin and Hikosaka, 2011; Roy et al., 2014; Fazeli and 

Buchel, 2018). Thus, while the effects of loss and gain were similar during sWM encoding 

and delay epochs, they appeared distinguished during the feedback phase across distinct 

brain systems (Reynolds and Berridge, 2002; Tye, 2018; Berridge, 2019), suggesting that 

brain systems differentially track incentive valence following a cognitive process.

4.4. Limitations and future directions

Of note, all conjunction analyses focused on how incentives specifically impacted areas 

engaged during sWM. Therefore, this study did not test whether incentives modulated 

brain regions irrespective of sWM engagement. Future experiments may also explicitly 

dissociate the incentive cue and context from the encoding phase of the sWM task to test 

for the interaction between incentives and spatial location encoding, and whether more 

preparatory processes can be engaged. Eye-tracking data was collected only in a subset 

of the sample due to practical constraints, as equipment was not available until later in 

the study. Nevertheless, our findings were similar to studies in non-human primates and 

our previously published human study with a larger sample size (Leon and Shadlen, 1999; 

Roesch and Olson, 2003; Kennerley and Wallis, 2009; Cho et al., 2018). Finally, this 

incentive-driven sWM paradigm offers a possible platform to develop clinically-relevant 
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markers of both affect and cognitive computational disruptions across populations of 

patients with psychiatric illnesses.

5. Conclusions

Here, we provide evidence that posterior frontoparietal regions involved in visual association 

processes integrate motivation with sWM neural signals. Using fMRI and our incentivized 

sWM paradigm we found that cued and non-cued incentives improved sWM accuracy, and 

enhanced BOLD signals within the posterior IPS and PCS, visual association regions that 

also support baseline sWM processes. Furthermore, the trial-by-trial improvements in sWM 

were associated with BOLD signal increases in the IPS and PCS, suggesting that these 

regions may be important for linking sWM accuracy with neural signal changes. In contrast, 

regions within the anterior prefrontal and parietal cortices and cerebellum had relative 

decreases in BOLD signal during incentivized sWM conditions, compared to the baseline, 

neutral sWM condition. Better sWM performance was associated with more money won 

or avoided in loss, and trial-by-trial changes in the amount of money won, lost or avoided 

in loss was associated with BOLD signal changes in regions that could be distinguished 

as processing positively or negatively valenced stimuli. Taken together this work provides 

evidence that the posterior IPS and PCS may be key regions that link neural changes with 

motivated sWM and highlights the complex sensory processes that may be recruited when 

sWM is motivated.
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Fig. 1. 
Motivated Spatial Working Memory Task Design and Behavioral Results. A. The task 

consisted of six blocks that tested spatial working memory and motivated spatial working 

memory. Each trial had a similar structure, and depicted are examples of neutral trials, 

cued reward and cued loss trials. In each trial, the encoding epoch referred to when the 

colored target circle appeared. During the delay epoch, participants maintained the spatial 

location after the colored target circle disappeared. During the probe epoch, participants 

used a high-precision joystick to move a gray circle to where they remembered the colored 

target circle had been presented. The measure of sWM accuracy was the angular distance 

between where the probe (gray circle) was placed and where the colored target circle had 

been originally presented. For cued incentive trials (shown), the color of the target circle 

at encoding signaled the incentive at stake. Green circles signaled the possibility to win 

money and red circles signaled the possibility to lose money. Cued incentive trials were 

accompanied by feedback about the amount of money won or lost on each trial. Across the 

full task there were a total of six blocks of 20 trials each: a motor block (without working 

memory); a baseline sWM block; 2 cued incentive blocks; 2 non-cued incentive blocks. The 

presentation of incentive blocks was counterbalanced across participants. See Supplemental 

Figure 1 and Methods for more details. B. There was a significant main effect of Incentive 

(neutral, gain, loss) (F(2,64) = 12.62, p < 0.001). Participants had better sWM performance 

(measured as angular distance (degrees) between the target circle presentation and the gray 

probe placement) in both gain (green) and loss (red) trials, compared to neutral, baseline 

sWM trials (yellow). See Results for full statistics. Error bars are standard error of the mean 

(SEM). C. There was a significant main effect of Cue (neutral, cued and non-cued) (F(2,64) 

= 15.7, p < 0.001). Graph depicts the percent improvement in sWM accuracy (angular 

distance, degrees) for cued and non-cued incentivized sWM trials, compared to the baseline, 

neutral sWM trials. Participants had better sWM performance in both types of incentivized 

trials, compared to the neutral sWM trials, and better performance in the cued incentive 

trials compared to the non-cued incentive trials. See Results for full statistics. Error bars are 

SEM.
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Fig. 2. 
Brain-wide activation of sWM. A. Brain regions activated by the main effect of sWM (sWM 

> Motor, across encoding and delay epochs). The baseline, neutral sWM condition engaged 

brain regions well known to support working memory, including frontoparietal, striatal and 

cerebellar regions (main effect, p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations). To identify 

clusters here and in subsequent whole-brain analyses, TFCE was applied. TFCE approaches 

cluster correction by calculating a weighted sum of a local cluster signal, thereby avoiding 

the need to arbitrarily set a cluster threshold for significance (Smith and Nichols, 2009). 

B. BOLD signal is illustrated from the left IPS, highlighted as this region has previously 

been shown to be critical for supporting sWM through topographic maps. On the left is 

the hemodynamic response constructed using an FIR model (unassumed response). The 

approximate windows of time during the encoding (E), delay (D), probe (P) and feedback 

(F) are highlighted at the top of the graph. The relative peak during the delay epoch 

represents participants pressing a button during a reminder for central fixation that was 

presented during all conditions (see methods). On the right is the plot of the BOLD signal 

from the left IPS using assumed HRF modeling. Bars are SEM. C. BOLD signal illustrated 

from the right PCS is also highlighted as this region is critical for supporting sWM. 

The hemodynamic response is on the left, and created using an FIR model (unassumed 

response). The approximate windows of time of encoding (E), delay (D), probe (P) and 

feedback (F) are highlighted at the top of the graph. On the right is the plot of the BOLD 

signal from the right PCS using assumed HRF modeling. Bars are SEM.
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Fig. 3. 
Main Effect of Cued Incentives on sWM Neural Circuits. A. A 2-way conjunction was 

applied to identify brain regions that supported sWM and were impacted by cued incentives 

across encoding and delay epochs (main effect). This conjunction involved the whole-

brain corrected maps of the main effect of sWM and the main effect of Cued Incentive 

(neutral, cued gain and cued loss) (each p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations prior 

to conjunction). B. The regions that remained were sWM regions that were modulated 

by cued incentives across epochs, and included prefrontal and parietal cortices, anterior 

cingulate cortex, insula cortex, and ventral occipitotemporal cortices. C. The BOLD signal 

timecourses for the left IPS are depicted during the motor (blue), baseline neutral sWM 

(yellow), cued gain (green) and cued loss (red) trials using an FIR model (left, unassumed 

response, envelopes are SEM). Overall there was elevated BOLD signal during cued gain 

and loss conditions, compared to the neutral sWM condition. The peak during the delay 

epoch reflects the reminder for central fixation that occurred in all conditions. The top 

legend shows the approximate windows of events (encoding (E), delay (D), probe (P) and 

feedback (F)). Illustration using an assumed HRF also showed that both cued gain and cued 

loss trials had elevated BOLD signal, compared to the neutral, baseline sWM trials (right, 

error bars are SEM). D. The BOLD signal timecourse in the right ACC is relatively elevated 

during the cued gain and cued loss conditions, compared to the neutral sWM condition (left, 

unassumed response, envelopes are SEM). The approximate time windows of events are at 

the top (encoding (E), delay (D), probe (P) and feedback (F)). Elevated BOLD signal during 

cued gain and cued loss conditions, compared to the neutral sWM condition, is illustrated on 

the right modeled with an assumed HRF (bars are SEM). E. For the right PCS, timecourses 

depicted using an FIR response showed elevated BOLD signal during the cued gain and loss 

conditions, compared to the neutral sWM condition (left, envelopes are SEM) (Encoding, 

Delay, Probe and Feedback time windows are displayed at the top). Elevated BOLD signal 

during the cued gain and loss conditions was also seen with an assumed response HRF 

(right, bars are SEM). F. In the superior frontal sulcus (SFS), elevated BOLD signal was 
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seen during the cued gain and loss conditions, compared to the neutral sWM condition, as 

illustrated with unassumed and assumed HRF modeling (left, right, respectively; envelope 

and error bars are SEM, trial epochs depicted at the top of the timecourses as with the other 

graphs).
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Fig. 4. 
Interactive Effects of Cued Incentives on sWM Neural Circuits. A. A 3-way conjunction 

was applied to identify brain regions that support sWM and were impacted by cued 

incentives differentially during encoding and delay epochs. This conjunction consisted of 

the whole-brain corrected maps of the main effect of sWM, the main effect of Cued 

Incentive, and the interaction of Cued Incentive x Epoch (encoding vs delay) (each p < 

0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations prior to conjunction). B. The regions that remained 

were sWM regions that were modulated by cued incentives differentially during epochs, and 

included areas of the prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, cingulate cortex, ventral temporal 

cortex and cerebellum. C. The BOLD signal timecourse is illustrated for the left IPS during 

motor (blue), baseline neutral sWM (yellow), cued gain (green) and cued loss (red) trials 

using an FIR model (unassumed response). Both cued gain and cued loss trials had elevated 

BOLD signal, compared to the neutral, baseline sWM trials. Envelopes are SEM. The 

peak during the delay epoch reflects the reminder for central fixation that occurred in all 

conditions. Approximate windows of event timings are depicted at the top (encoding (E), 

delay (D), probe (P) and feedback (F)). D. In the left IPS, the BOLD signal was extracted 

and illustrated using an assumed HRF within each epoch. During the encoding epoch 

(left), BOLD signal was elevated for the cued gain trials, though not the cued loss trials. 

During the delay epoch (right), BOLD signal was elevated for both the cued gain and loss 

conditions. Error bars are SEM. E. The reconstructed signal timecourse is illustrated in the 

right PCS, with windows approximating the timing of trial epochs at the top. Overall the 

BOLD signal was elevated in this region during encoding and delay for the cued gain and 

cued loss trials, compared to the neutral, baseline sWM condition. As with other illustrations 
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of the unassumed responses, the small peak during the delay epoch reflects the reminder for 

central fixation, which occurred during all conditions. Envelopes are SEM. F. The BOLD 

signal in the right PCS is illustrated using an assumed HRF. For encoding, illustration 

showed greater BOLD signal in cued gain and loss conditions, compared to the neutral, 

baseline sWM condition (left). This was similarly seen in the delay epoch (right). Error bars 

are SEM.
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Fig. 5. 
Effects of Non-Cued Incentives on sWM Neural Circuits. A. We tested whether non-cued 

incentive trials that relied on internal representation of incentives modulated sWM signals 

similarly to cued incentive trials. The whole-brain corrected interaction of Non-Cued 

Incentive (neutral, non-cued gain, and non-cued loss) x Epoch (encoding, delay) was 

conjuncted with the prior conjunction logic to create a four-way conjunction. B. Remaining 

areas following the four-way conjunction reflected sWM regions that were modulated by 

cued and non-cued incentives across epochs. These included relatively more restricted areas 

in the bilateral parietal, lateral occipital, and ventral temporal cortices, right PCS, right 

dlPFC, right ACC and cerebellum, compared to the prior three-way conjunction (p < 0.05, 

FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations). C. BOLD signal timecourses constructed using an FIR 

model (unassumed response) in the left IPS. Dark green and dark red lines refer to the 

non-cued gain and non-cued loss conditions, respectively. Approximate windows of trial 

epochs are depicted at the top (encoding (E), delay (D), probe (P) and feedback (F)). Both 

non-cued gain and non-cued loss BOLD signals were elevated, compared to the neutral 

sWM condition (yellow). The relative peak during the delay epoch reflects the participants 

receiving a reminder for central fixation and pressing a button in response. D. Assumed 

HRF modeling in the left IPS illustrated no difference between non-cued gain or non-cued 

loss and neutral sWM conditions during the encoding epoch (left). During the delay epoch 

there was elevated BOLD signal during the non-cued gain and non-cued loss conditions, 

compared to the neutral sWM condition (right). Error bars are SEM. E. In the right PCS, 

construction of the BOLD signal timecourse using FIR modeling (unassumed response) 

illustrated elevated BOLD signal during the encoding and delay epochs during non-cued 

gain (dark green) and non-cued loss (dark red) conditions (windows of trial epochs are 

depicted at the top as with other timecourses). F. In the right PCS, illustration of the 

assumed response HRF revealed greater BOLD signal during non-cued gain and non-cued 

loss conditions separately during both the encoding and delay epochs. Error bars are SEM.
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Fig. 6. 
Trial-by-Trial BOLD Signal Changes Associated with Improvements in sWM. A. We 

regressed sWM performance (angular accuracy) for each trial with BOLD signal changes 

in each of the voxels of the sWM map (yellow). Within the sWM network, a subset of 

regions displayed greater trial-by-trial BOLD signal that was associated with better sWM 

performance across conditions (blue, p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations). B. We 

directly illustrated the BOLD signal changes across all of the trials, as seen in the whole 

map findings (A). The sWM performance for each trial was binned into deciles within each 

participant. The deciles were entered as regressors in a GLM and the BOLD signal changes 

for each regressor were plotted across participants. The first decile refers to the decile with 

the worst performance, and the tenth decile refers to the decile with the best performance. 

On the left are unassumed BOLD signal responses constructed with an FIR response in 

the right IPS, and on the right are the BOLD signal responses illustrated with an assumed 

response model in the right IPS along with a linear trend line. There was greater BOLD 

signal in deciles with better sWM performance. The cyan blue color refers to the decile 

with the best performance (10th decile) and the magenta color refers to the decile with the 

worst performance (1st decile) across all trial types used for (A). The gradient between the 

two colors depicts deciles 2–9. Envelopes and error bars are SEM. C. Trial-by-trial BOLD 

signal changes associated with improvements in sWM performance were plotted for separate 

conditions using a similar binning approach for sWM performance. sWM performance was 

binned by decile within each participant and within each condition, then entered into a 

GLM, and results were plotted across subjects to illustrate BOLD signal changes related to 

sWM performance. On the left are unassumed BOLD signal responses for the decile with 

the best performance in the cued gain (green) and cued loss (red) conditions, and for the 

decile with the worst performance in the neutral sWM (orange) condition. Envelopes are 

SEM. On the right are illustrations of the assumed HRF responses for each decile within 

each participant and each condition along with a linear trend line. Elevated BOLD signal 

was seen with better performance within each condition, with overall elevated BOLD signal 

in the cued gain (green) and cued loss (red) conditions, compared to the neutral sWM 

(orange) condition. The trend line for the cued loss condition is shown in red. Error bars are 

SEM.
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Fig. 7. 
Trial-by-Trial Incentive Receipt Following sWM Performance. A. The amount of money 

won or lost in each cued incentive trial was regressed with the BOLD signal in each 

voxel of the brain (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, 5000 permutations). Across the brain, regions 

where trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal were associated with greater money won are 

depicted in green, regions where trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal were associated 

with more money avoided in loss are in purple, and regions where trial-by-trial increases 

in BOLD signal were associated with more money lost are in red. Flattened cortical maps 

are in the center, with specific subcortical coronal views on the right. Note that regions 

where BOLD signal increases were associated with greater money won or greater money 

avoided in loss overlapped within the ventral striatum and precuneus (overlap depicted in 

yellow). B. Illustrations of the BOLD signal changes using an assumed HRF. The parametric 

amount of money won or lost in each trial within each participant was modeled in a GLM 

at the individual level, and plotted across subjects. Trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal 

associated with increased money won was illustrated in the left ventral striatum (green). 

Trial-by-trial increases in BOLD signal associated with more money avoided in loss was 

illustrated in an overlapping region of the left ventral striatum (purple) and trial-by-trial 

increases in BOLD signal associated with more money lost was illustrated in a region 

straddling the left habenula and periaqueductal gray (PAG). Error bars are SEM, and the 

dashed lines represent a linear trend line. C. Unassumed HRF timecourses plotted using an 

FIR model for the greatest and smallest amount of incentive received for each incentive 

valence. Arrows are pointing at the approximate time of the feedback epoch. Envelopes are 
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SEM. D. Participants who had the greatest BOLD signal response to the highest amount of 

money won also had the greatest BOLD signal response to the greatest amount of money 

avoided in loss (r = 0.59, p < 0.001).
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